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Section A :

Physique théorique.

ABSTRACT. - A simple non inductive method for computing matrix ele-
ments of GL(n, C) (U(n)) is exhibited. Matrix elements of arbitrary irre-
ducible representations are given in terms of the highest weight Wigner
coefficients and the matrix elements of the fundamental representations
of GL(n, C).

RESUME. - Nous donnons une methode non iterative d’evaluation des
coefficients matriciels des representations irreductibles du groupe GL(n, C).
Les coefficients matriciels d’une representation irreductible arbitraire
s’obtiennent a partir de ceux des representations fondamentales et des
coefficients de Wigner du sous GI,(n, C)-module de poids dominant des
produits tensoriels de representations fondamentales.

I. INTRODUCTION

The matrix elements of GL(n, C) (U(n)) were first computed by Gel-
fand and Graev [1 ]. Their results were obtained from a complicated indue-
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226 W. H. KLINK

tion procedure, which made it extremely difficult to explicitly write out
a matrix element for a given irreducible representation. Since the work
of Gelfand and Graev, other methods [2] ] have been used to compute
matrix elements, but they all are complicated for use in explicit compu-
tations of matrix elements. In this paper we will present a simple non induc-
tive procedure for computing the matrix elements of GL(n, C), in which
the matrix elements of a given irreducible representation are given as
products of matrix elements of the fundamental representations (i. e.,
representations with signatures (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0), 1  5  n), which

s

themselves are simply certain minors of matrix variables. Our results
hinge on the fact that all of the finite dimensional irreducible represen-
tations of GL(n, C)-modules can be realized as spaces of polynomials
of a matrix variable. More precisely one has irreducible GL(n, C)-modules
characterized by

where ~~"V is a holomorphic character of B, the subgroup of lower trian-
gular matrices of GL(n, C), and (m) = ..., mn) is an n-tuple belonging
to the integral lattice Zn with m1 2 ry~2 &#x3E;_ ... &#x3E; mn. We denote an ortho-
gonal basis of by ~ }, where [k ] is a Gelfand pattern, and equip 
with the differentiation inner product ( . , . ) [3 ]. Then it can be shown [3 ]
that the representation defined on by (R~m~(g) f )( y) = f’( yg),, f’E 
g E GL(n, C) is irreducible, and when restricted to the unitary subgroup U(n),
the representation R~m~ ~ is unitary with respect to ( . , . ).

It is known that in general the decomposition of the tensor product
space v(m’) @ v(m") of two irreducible representations labeled by (m’)
and (m") into direct sum irreducible subspaces involves multiplicity.
However, for the highest weight irreducible representation with signa-
ture (m) = (m’) + (m"), there is no multiplicity. Further, can be obtained
from v(m’) (x) v(m") via the map

The two-fold tensor products can be generalized to r-fold tensor pro-
ducts ; that is, if (x) ... (x) is an r-fold tensor product, then
under the map

an irreducible representation with signature (m) = (m~ 1 }) + ... + (m~r~) is
obtained. Furthermore, as we shall see in Section III, basis elements for 
can be obtained from basis elements in @ ... @ Now if

the (m~l ~) ... (m~r~) are chosen to be fundamental representations, it is
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227MATRIX ELEMENTS AND HIGHEST WEIGHT WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF GL( n, C

seen that an arbitrary representation with signature (m) is obtained through
the above ~e map from fundamental representations by

II. MATRIX ELEMENTS

Thus, we first discuss the matrix elements of the fundamental represen-
tations. If (m) = (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0), 1 _ s s n, is the signature of a fun-

damental representation of GL(n, C), and if denotes the minor

of the matrix formed from the rows 1, ..., s, and the columns

k 1, ... , ks where (k 1, ..., ks) is an s-shuffle ; i. e., 1  ki 1  ... 

then /~(y) = ~k i :: k S(y)~ The k 1 ... ks are related to the Gelfand pattern [k ]
in the following way:

By an elementary fact concerning minors of the product of two matrices.
we have

It follows that matrix elements associated with the fundamental repre-
sentations R(rn) are given by

To obtain the matrix elements for the non fundamental representations,
it is necessary to have explicit polynomial realizations of orthogonal
bases for all the irreducible representations of GL(n, C). In Ref. [4 ] we have
shown that such polynomial orthogonal bases are given by so-called pattern
Vol. XXXVI, n° 3-1982.



228 W. H. KLINK

addition. In this reference coefficients appearing in this pattern addition
were incorrectly identified as being highest weight Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients. We wish to emphasize here that these coefficients are not highest
weight Clebsch-Gordan coefficients; such coefficients will in fact be needed
and computed in Section III of this paper. In the appendix we give an
explicit proof that pattern addition indeed gives polynomial orthogonal
bases for all irreducible representations of GL(n, C).

Before turning to the computation of the matrix elements of GL(n, C),
it is useful to review the relationship between orthogonal bases, Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients and matrix elements, using the abstract ket notation
of Dirac. Let (~)[~] ) denote an orthonormal basis, with (m) a signature
and [k] ] a Gelfand labelling as before. Then the highest weight in the ten-
sor product (m~ 1 ~ (g) ... @ (m~r~) is given by

where ( (m(1)) [k(1) ] ... (m(r) [k(r) ] f (m) [k ] &#x3E; denotes a highest weight Wigner
coefficient. A distinction is being made between Wigner and Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients in that Wigner coefficients are defined as those coeffi-
cients that reduce an orthonormal basis in an r-fold tensor product space
to an orthonormal direct sum basis, whereas Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
merely reduce an orthogonal basis to an orthogonal direct sum basis.
The reason for this distinction is that the various C maps do not in general
preserve norms. Thus, it is convenient not to fix the norms of various
bases until the very end of a calculation.

If Eq. (5) is right translated by g E GL(n, C), it follows that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A



229MATRIX ELEMENTS AND HIGHEST WEIGHT WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF GL(n, C)

Then

Thus, to compute the matrix elements it is necessary to know
the matrix elements of the fundamental representations D~~(,)j(g) and
the highest weight Wigner coefficients relating (m) _ ~ i _ 1 (m~i}) to the fun-
damental representations. But the matrix elements of the fundamental
representations are given by Eq. (4). Thus, it remains to compute the highest
weight « Wigner » coefficients [5 ].

III. THE HIGHEST WEIGHT
CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS OF GL(n, C)

For any signature (m) define a map from to (8) ... 0 by

where 1] is a multiplicity parameter, needed to distinguish equivalent repre-
sentations of signature (m) in the tensor product space. If we denote the

1 »...(m(r» ~mOm~ i ~)... (m~’’~)
inverses of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C 11 by K 1] ,

then 

If is applied to both sides of Eq. (9), only the highest weight represen-
tation, (m) = (m(1») + ... + (m(r»), survives, for which there is no multi-
plicity. Therefore,

Vol. XXXVI, n° 3-1982.



230 W. H. KLINK

Using the orthogonality of ~ then gives

which gives an explicit formula for the computation of the coefficients K_ _ _,
are bases for the fundamental representations, given in

Eq. (3), { ~~ } is given by Eq. (A .1), and the norms II were computed
in Ref. 6..
To connect the coefficients Kill with the highest weight Wigner coeffi-

cients needed to compute a general matrix element, we note that Eq. (9)
can be rewritten as

Comparing this expression with Eq. (9) and Eq. (11), and restricting (m)
to be the highest weight, (m) = (ml) + ... + (mr), gives

N ow II is in general rather difficult to compute. But if the highest
weight Wigner coefficients are viewed as an orthogonal matrix in the
variables [k] ] and [k 1 ], ... , [kr ], then if (m) is the highest weight t
and [k] is held fixed, it follows that

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré-Section A



231MATRIX ELEMENTS AND HIGHEST WEIGHT WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF GL( 11. C)

It follows that

If this equation is combined with Eq. (13), the following explicit formula
for the highest Wigner coefficients is obtained :

Now in Eq. ( 16) the norms of the basis elements of the fundamental represen-
tations are very simple expressions ; for example, if (m(i)) = 1, ... , 1, 0,..., 0)
then ( ~ 112 = s ! for all [k~i~ ]. And since s

where C is a constant (cf. Ref. [14] Eq. (11)). a quantity such as
0 ... 0 can be easily obtained as a sum of sim-

ple differentiations of polynomials. Thus, all the elements of Eq. (7)
needed to compute a general matrix element are known. It should be
noted that Eq. (14) can also be used for computing I since II 
is known [6 ].

I V . AN EXAMPLE

To illustrate our method for computing matrix elements of GL(n, C),
we consider a very simple representation, namely the eight-dimensional
representation (210) of SU(3). We wish to compute

Vol. XXXVI, n° 3-1982.
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To keep the computation as specific as possible we will look only at

[k = [/c’] . Thus, it is necessary to compute the inner product

(h(210), 03A6eh(100)[k1] 0 h(110)[k2]). Now the Appendix shows that

performing the simple polynomial differentiations of Eqs. (13) and (14)
results in Table I.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré-Section A
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Thus,

Vol. XXXVI, n° 3-1982.
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APPENDIX

Proof that pattern addition gives orthogonal polynomial bases
for GL(n, C) 

-

In this appendix we prove that the basis given by pattern addition, namely

indeed is orthogonal, as claimed in ref. 4. This result is used in Section III to compute the
highest weight Wigner coefficients. "’..

If the Gelfand label obtained from tableau (3) by removing the top row of ,
and if y belongs to the subgroup GL(n - 1, C), then an easy computation shows that

(Kj
where in Eq. (A. 2) - [/c], and are matrix elements corresponding to the repre-
sentation of GL(n - 1, C) with signature (/c). Now let (w) = ..., mn) be an arbitrary
signature and let us show by induction that an orthogonal polynomial basis corresponding
to this signature can be given by pattern addition (cf. ref. 4). The case ~ = 2 being obviously
true, let us assume that it holds for all integers  ~ - 1.

Let 
M 

of the Gelfand pattern given by
[KJ

where. min = mi, 1  i  n, and each integer m~~ in row j is subject to the constraint

’?i~,;+ ~ ~ mij ? m~+ ~,;+ 1~ If the notations ~ ~ and introduced before are preserved,
then by assumption ~l~

is an orthogonal polynomial basis for (cf. ref. 4). For y E GL(n - 1, C), we have

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré-Section A



235MATRIX ELEMENTS AND HIGHEST WEIGHT WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF GL(n, C)

Since is a basis in V~k~, we can write

where the coefficients o~!!’ ~! are uniquely determined. Equations (A. 5) and (A. 6) imply
that

But by induction we also have

Thus, it follows from Eqs. (A. 7) and (A. 8) that

Now let } be elements of defined by pattern addition, i. e.,

where the basis elements of fundamental representations for all i, 1  i  r.

Let and denote the maps defined in Ref. 4, then for

we have

Set k; = 1 for 1  i  n - 1 and

then from Eq. (A. 11) it is easy to verify that

~,.- -J’ .... ~ ’["-.J l‘J

Now Eq. (A . 2) applied to each fundamental representation in the expression (A .12) shows
that

Since the functions belong to it is easy to find some

Vol. XXXVI, n° 3-1982.
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subset of (not necessarily a spanning set and not necessarily unique) so
that

where the are the same as in Eq. (A. 6). It follows from Eqs. (A. 13) and (A. 14) that

Finally, Eqs. (A. 9) and (A.15) imply that

By applying the map 03C8D (cf. Ref. 5) to Eq. (A 16), we get

Now consider any two elements and and let y belong to U(n - 1). Using the fact
[I] [!’]

that the representation is unitary with respect to the inner product (., .), and the
Haar measure on U(n - 1) is normalized, we get

Thus, Eq. (A. 17) and (A. 18) imply that

where the * means complex conjugation. Schur’s orthogonality relations applied to the
right-hand side of Eq. (A. 19) imply that

and

II J

where is the Kronecker delta, set equal to one when [1] = [1’ ] ; 0 elsewhere.
Equations (A. 20) and (A. 21) show that our assertion that the functions given by

pattern addition do indeed form an orthogonal polynomial basis for v(m). Our induction
is thus completed. Note that if we want our basis elements to have the same norms as
those given abstractly by Gelfand and Graev, we must multiply by the factor

where are entries of the tableau and ( denotes the binomial coefficients 1 .
. 

~] I q 
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